
Darkweb Investigations





Introduction

The Dark Web hosts a number of illegal

activities, such as selling or buying hacking tools,

stolen data, digital fraud, terrorists activities,

drugs, weapons, and more.

The aim of this project is to collect evidence of

any malicious activity in the dark web by using

computer security mechanisms as traps called

honeypots.
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Web Stratification & TOR Network

This section will illustrate the differences

between Surface, Deep & Dark Web, what

traffic analysis entails and ways to circumvent

Internet surveillance with TOR.
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Deep Web 

Surface Web 

4%

96%

Surface Web:

Searchable 

Websites, blogs, social media, emails, etc.

Deep Web:

Not searchable

Bank accounts, Medical, academic, & other 

personal records

Dark Web:

Anonymous part of the Deep Web

Illegal & malicious activities, such as selling 

drugs, weapons, child pornography, 

terrorism, etc.

Surface, Deep & Dark Web 

The TOR Network
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The TOR Network

The TOR Network is the best 

known part of the Darkweb. 

Stacks data encryptions in layers, 

like the peels of an onion.

The data is then sent according to 

a circuit made of randomly selected 

nodes. 

Each node can only decipher its 

“peel” of the onion, and only knows 

the IP address of the previous and 

next node. 

With 3 nodes it becomes 

impossible for one of them to know 

both the source IP address of the 

message and its destination. 

Result: Protects against Internet surveillance, a.k.a. traffic analysis.  
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Dark Web Honeypots

Illustrating the difference between Production

and Research Honeypots and their

implementation on the TOR network.
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A Cybersecurity Tactic: Honeypots

A honeypot aims at deceiving potential cybercriminals. It is a trap set to 

detect, deflect, or in some manner counteract attempts to access a 

computer system that appears part of a network, but that is actually 

isolated and monitored, and which seems to contain information or a 

resource valuable to visitors.

DEFINITION

HONEYPOT TYPES

Honeypot Production

Main goal: divert the attacker 

from the real running systems  

Honeypot Research

Main goal: understanding and 

studying how the Black Hat 

community is evolving (who 

belongs to the community and 

their techniques)
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Our Contributions: Implementation

Chatroom Server

VM
Log Server

VM
Always running, where all logs from 

the dark web chatroom and the 

cybertool web-server honeypot are 

collected and stored.

Cybertools Server

VM

Natting 

Virtual Machines (VM)

- Higher flexibility 

- More secure deployment

- TOR hidden services installed

- Darknet domain generated on each
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Results & Findings 

The first honeypot implemented (research honeypot),

maintained on a well secured VM and set to collect chats

from the Dark Web, logged several malicious requests

and activities, mainly child pornography and hacking

techniques.

The second honeypot provided hacking services

(production honeypot), maintained on a vulnerable VM.

Set to collect attacks and log requests. A few attacks and

hacking requests were logged during the 14-day time the

honeypot was maintained.
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Results & Findings: Chatroom Logs

Chatroom Logs 

Firewall blocked 700+ connection requests.

A number of script attacks were deactivated for several

consecutive days.

400+ usernames and passwords logged (some users

tested the functionality of the onion site).

Requests Percentage

Child Pornography 50%

Pornography Discussion 30%

Video Links 3%

Hidden Wiki Links 2%

Library Site Request 1%

Hacking Request 10%

Islamic Jihad Onion Link 1%

Money 1%

Questionnaire Link 1%

Government Documents 1%

Remarkable Posts:

• Html injection 

• Mega account and file shared 

• Ethical hacking links 

• Pornography picture link

• Red room link 

• Onion mail service provider  
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Results & Findings: Cybertools Logs 

Cybertools Logs

Firewall blocked 600+ connection requests.

SQL injection was highlighted and succeeded to delete the

tables in the database.

The honeypot was targeted with scripts attacks for four

consecutive days, happening at the same time with the same

amount of packets.

Requests: a few android hacking services.
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Machine Learning: Deep Learning

Machine Learning is an application of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) that allows systems to learn and improve with 

experience without being explicitly programmed. 

Deep Learning is an approach to Machine Learning that 

has many levels of algorithms, each providing a different 

interpretation of the data it coveys. 

DL does not require any labeled/structured data (the algorithm 

can make predictions on its own). 

ChatBots: First Naive & Advanced
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Research Phases & Encoder/Decoder

Cornell Movie Dialogues Corpus Dataset Import.

Cleaning questions/answers patterns. Data processing included tokenizations and the creation of word to 

int dictionary.

Phase 1

Building Seq2seq Model.

Seq2seq is a type of Encoder-Decoder model using Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). Used for 

machine interaction & machine translation. 

These structures are the basis of great advances in Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Phase 2

ENCODER DECODER

How are you today? I am well thanks

ReplyInput sequence (hidden state vector)
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Advanced HoneyBot Model
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A. Datasets

Taken from Darknet forum “Silk Road” (operated by a TOR hidden service).  

Silk Road was considered the largest illegal drugs online market.

“Wall Street Market” - 2nd largest of illegal goods and false documents (more than 1 million accounts). 

B. Data Preprocessing 

Function to clean text and simplify data (removing parenthesis, brackets, etc. and repeating patterns) + manual cleaning. (Figure 1). 

Code structuration (Table 2) to prepare datasets for the training by tagging and splitting the data. 

Hello searching for good meth
Beginning of a discussion (1st 

message)

[REPLY] I know a dealer and he 

sells good quality DM me if you are 

interested 

1st reply for the first message

[REPLY] How much does he sell 

the gram Searching for counterfeit 

vendor

2nd reply for the 1st reply

… Beginning of a new discussion

Table 1: Manual Data Structuring Layout

[‘[M]’,’[M2]’,’[M3]]
It means a conversation is made up 

of [M1], [M2] and [M3]

Table 2: Conversation Text File Layout
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Advanced HoneyBot Model [continued]

C. Building The Model

Encoder/Decoder: to transform sentences into integer coded words. 

3 Functions:

Constructor - for initializing the class and putting the words into the vocabulary

Encoder Function - encodes the messages into a bag of words

Decoder - does the opposite of the Encoder 

Google Transformer Model - Attention Mechanism: 

A) Attention weights are computed by comparing the current hidden state with all source states

B) We compute the context vector which is the weighted average of the source state

C) The attention vector is the context vector and the current target hidden state combined

D) The attention vector is the input of the next time step

Multi-head attention layers: Query, Key and Value (to decide the importance of words)

Application of Scaled Dotproduct attention function to each head. 

The outputs for each head are concatenated through a dense layer.

Encoder layers: Multi-head attention (with padding mask) + 2 dense layers followed by dropout.

Decoder layers (multiple sublayers): Masked multi-head attention, Multi-head attention and 2 dense layers followed by dropout. 

Transformer: encoder, decoder and a final linear layer.
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D. Model Training 

Advanced HoneyBot Model [continued]

E. Testing

Parameters: NUM_LAYERS = 2; UNITS = 512; D_MODEL = 256; DROPOUT = 0.1; NUM_HEADS = 8. 

Fool Loop: to integrate through each epoch and train model.

Enumeration of messages and replies from datasets, for each batch: training function.

Gradient Tape & Optimizer: enabling the update of the weights of the neural network.

Validation Function: does not update the weights of the model (only validation).

No reply messages used to test the model. 

Results: good answers to inputs.

Grid Search Cross Validation: to perform hyper-parameter optimization and to find the best hyper-parameters (learning rate, batch 

size, dropout).



Research Findings
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Relying on RNN & LSTM layers. 

Sequence length:  fail.

Seq2seq Model

Complex layers: Multi-head attention & positional 

encoding. 

Prone to parallelization: keeps up with larger scale 

sequences.

Attention mechanism addresses limitations of LSTMs 

(not all words have the same weight).

By focusing on parts of the sentence, and identifying a 

useful context for each word, these mechanisms 

improve model performance. 

Transformer Model



Case Study: 8000 links 

In this study, we aim to build a program that takes URL(s)

as input and output the category (Pornography, Drugs,

Hacking…) of the website.

Our proposed solution is a machine learning algorithm

that evaluate and predicts the category of a website by

comparing and evaluating several models to achieve the

best result.
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Model implementation
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A. Data Preparation
Pornography Medical and Drugs Weapons and Assassination Hacking Crypto-Currency

http://xonion7ul44qs2aj.onion/ http://ny4a6zwwmrvyjtlu.onion/ http://marak2kjeehrao5s.onion/ http://2ogmrlfzdthnwkez.onion/ http://accsaphx55wcxaxd.onion/

http://exclxmadj7tdy54l.onion/ http://xe4prg5sezy7u243.onion/ http://h4gca3vb6v37awux.onion/ https://pyl7a4ccwgpxm6rd.onion http://cardsa2u7pvmdamw.onion/

… … … … …

Read Files 

and Links

Get HTML Page 

of each link

+

Anti-Scraping 

Techniques

Extract sub links 

for HTML page 

and add them to 

List

Remove all non-

text components 

and Get Raw 

Text

(HTML tags, 

CSS, JS, META 

Data…)

Clean text using 

NLP techniques 

+

Check for text 

language and 

translate if not 

English

Save raw text in 

pickles

1 2

4

3

5

6

Build bag of 

words

Create TF-IDF 

vector

Assign labels to 

each document 

and split dataset 

into two parts

Train multiple 

model using 

different ML 

approaches

Test model Evaluate models

1 2

4

3
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Case Study: 8000 links 
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Category Pornography
Medical and 

Drugs

Weapons and 

Assassination
Hacking

Crypto-

Currency

Percentage
67/252

27%

62/252

24%

48/252

19%

65/252

26%

10/252

4%

• 8000 links  525 links responded

• 525 links  252 unique links

• Continuously changing domain name

• Good security infrastructure



Darkivore: The Cyberspace Hunter
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